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Kia ora  
 
Te Matapihi – Central Library 
 
I refer to your request made under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 
1987 (the Act), received on 15 October 2021. You requested the following information: 

• Any reports prepared for the council by Beca Group which relate to viscous dampers as an 
option for the Central Library  

• Any communication between Beca and council staff which relate to viscous dampers as an 
option for the Central Library 

We have sought clarification from you to part two of you request. You have clarified you are after 
2020 correspondence between BECA and council officers.  
 
Te Matapihi Ki Te Ao Nui  (The Wellington Central Library) is an iconic Wellington city building.  It is 
a core part of Te Ngākau Civic Precinct and holds architectural and cultural significance. The Council 
embarked on an extensive public consultation exercise to determine what should be done with the 
building.  The outcome of that consultation process was a decision to retain the building, subject to 
extensive engineering to improve its earthquake resilience.   
 
Wellington City Council has granted your request for information.  
 
Part one Beca reports  
 
We have considered the attached Reverse Design Brief from Beca and Consultancy Services Order 
(CSO) to be relevant to your request. I considered that releasing them unredacted:  

• would disclose Beca’s trade secrets. Therefore, section 7(2)(b)(i) of the Act applies.  
• would unreasonably prejudice the commercial position of Beca. Therefore, section 7(2)(b)(ii) 

of the Act applies.  
• would disclose information provided to Council under an obligation of confidence, the 

release of which would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar information, or 
information from the same source, and it is in the public interest that such information 
should continue to be supplied and would likely otherwise damage the public interest if 
released. Therefore, section 7(c)(i) and (ii) of the Act applies.  
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For context, the Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVD) proposal uses a novel methodology that is unique to 
BECA. It is confidential and a trade secret to Beca. The Council and Beca have entered into an 
understanding of confidentiality in respect of the process.  The New Zealand engineering market is 
limited, and currently under significant capacity constraints. It is in the public interest that the 
Council continues to have the ability to access such services.  
 
Some minor redactions for privacy purposes have also been made, under s 7(2)(a) of the Act. 
 
I have considered the public interest in the circumstances. I consider in all these situations the 
reasons for withholding the information outweigh other considerations rendering it desirable in the 
public interests to make the information available (see section 7(1)).  
 
Part two communications between Council and BECA  
 
You have requested email correspondence between council officers and BECA over the 2020 period.  
 
As discussed, it will take us some time to prepare the information for release which includes 
redacting or withholding information in accordance with the Act.  I hope to provide you with a 
response by 1 December 2021 if not sooner. 
 
Right of review  
If you are not satisfied with the Council’s response, you may request the Office of the Ombudsman 
to investigate the Council’s decision. Further information is available on the Ombudsman website, 
www.ombudsman.parliament.nz. 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.  
 
 
Kind regards 

 
Gareth Hancock  
Team Leader Official Information  

http://www.ombudsman.parliament.nz/
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1 Introduction from Wellington City Council 

The following reverse brief was requested by Wellington City Council after an approach by Beca Ltd (Beca) 

with an alternative solution for the remediation and seismic strengthening of the Te Matapihi Central Library 

building, which purports to offer a considerable saving of time and cost for a viscous damper solution that 

can provide an highly resilience outcome for the building, comparable to base isolation.  

The final reverse brief, which is this document, was prepared initially be Beca and has been reviewed and 

finalised by Wellington City Council and its advisors. 

Hereafter, all references to “we” relate to Beca. 

 

2 Introduction from Beca 

The following sets out a reverse brief for the work we will carry out on a viscous damper option to seismically 

retrofit the Wellington Central Library. The brief has been reviewed by the Wellington City Council, their 

engaged engineer, Ruamoko Solutions, and their Quantity Surveyor, RLB, and amended to facilitate 

comparison with the current base isolation option prepared by Aurecon. A full design features report, 

covering the complete range of loading conditions and hazards, will be produced as part of a following 

project stage. 

The objective of the brief is to set out the basis for our approach to confirm that a viscous damper scheme is 

viable and expected to deliver seismic performance that is equivalent to that documented for the current 

base isolation option.   

 

3 Background 

The Wellington Central Library is a five-storey reinforced concrete moment resisting framed building with 

hollowcore precast floors. Existing seismic assessments by others indicate that the high flexibility of the 

structural lateral system particularly influences the performance available from the precast floors, severely 

limiting the building seismic rating. 

A base isolation option (Scheme C) has been developed by others to a brief that we assume is acceptable to 

the Wellington City Council (WCC). We have developed this brief for a viscous damper scheme based on 

that assumption.  

Beca has proposed a retrofit scheme consisting of cleverly designed and positioned viscous dampers that 

can be expected to reduce building drifts under seismic loading to a level that, together with targeted detail 

and connection improvements, will provide confidence that the required performance is met.  

 

4 The Approach 
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5 Description of the Building 

The Wellington Central Library is located on the corner of Victoria and Harris Streets in Wellington City.  

It was constructed in the 1990s. 

The building extends over five levels (above ground) and has a basement for car parking and other utility 

functions. 

The building is irregular in plan with Levels 1 and 2 extending over the full plan area and a mezzanine and 

upper levels over a reduced area. Levels 3 and 4 extend over the pedestrian access route on the two street 

frontages. 

The structural system in the building is ductile reinforced concrete moment resisting frames with a pin-ended 

detail to the beams in the outer bays in the lower levels of the building. Seismic assessments carried out for 

the building indicate that the frame has been detailed at a level which should ensure an adequate level of 

ductile response (around a ductility of 4). 

The typical floors are constructed of precast hollowcore units with concrete topping reinforced with a single 

layer of non-ductile mesh. Seating to the hollowcore units is indicated as 50 – 60 mm with no bearing strips 

in evidence. The mezzanine floor is precast Double T and rib and infill units supported on concrete and steel 

framing.   

The wall cladding comprises both curtainwall glazing and precast panels. 

The building is founded on concrete bored belled piles. Investigations completed by others indicate that 

bedrock is encountered at depths varying from 7 m to 14 m below street level. 

Previous assessments prepared for the building by others indicated that the existing frames achieve a score 

of 60 -70%NBS (IL2) and, in addition to issues with the hollowcore seating, there were also potential issues 

with: 

● Insufficient seating for stairs and escalators 

● Insufficient allowance for movement at precast panel supports 

● Floor diaphragm capacity. 

The internal floors on Levels 3 and 4 are intended to be extended and this is included in this option. 

It is required that the ground floor level is raised by 600mm for flood level purposes. The Beca scheme shall 

provide for this raised floor in their solution to facilitate comparison with the base isolation option. 
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6 Design Criteria 

The targeted design criteria for the base isolated scheme as reported in the documentation made available 

and as we interpret them for the viscous damper scheme are summarised in Table 4.1: 

Table 4.1 Targeted Design Criteria for Base Isolation and Viscous Damper Options 

Limit State & 
Risk Factor 
(NZS1170.5) 

Target for Base 
Isolated (BI) option 

Corresponding Target 
for Viscous Damper 
option 

Design 
Return 
period 
(yrs) 

Maximum 
calculated 

interstorey drift 
in structure 

Maximum 
calculated 
upper floor 

accelerations 

SLS1 

R=0.25 

25 0.35%  

SLS2 

R=1.0 

500 0.5%(1)  

ULS 

R=1.3 

1000 0.5%(2)  

 CALS-1 

R=1.63 

1800 0.8% 0.5g(3) (7) 

MCE 

R=1.8 

2500 1.3%  

XXX%ULS(5) 

 

XXXX(5) XXX% < 2.5%  
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Notes 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 Resilience Rating 

We acknowledge that this building, when retrofitted, shall meet the requirements of the United States 

Resiliency Council (USRC) Four Star rating regarding structural engineering. 

 



| Seismic Loading Specification | 
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8 Seismic Loading Specification 

8.1 Design Spectra 

 

 

 

 

 

      

      

       

       

     

  

 

 

 

 

8.2 Nonlinear Time History Analysis 

 

 

 

 

8.3 Ground Motion Records 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 Elements of Building Investigation & Strengthening 

9.1 Hollowcore Support 
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9.2 Diaphragm Strengthening 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.3 Design of Viscous Dampers 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

9.4 Connection of Dampers to the Structure 

 

 

  

9.5 Existing Moment Resisting Frames 

Beca shall consider the capacity of existing moment resisting frames (beams, columns and joints) and 

develop any improvement required in sufficient detail to enable cost estimation. 



| Proposed Compliance Path | 
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9.6 Columns 

Column strengthening or detailing improvement (such as local confinement) requirements that may emerge 

from the analysis will be developed in sufficient detail to enable cost estimation. 

9.7 Foundations 

The objective will be to provide a damping solution that minimises the impact on existing foundations. The 

available information on the foundations will be considered, to set parameters for the damper design process 

to deliver this outcome.  

 

 

 

10 Proposed Compliance Path 

Although the development of the damper scheme is considered unique, once developed it can be tested for 

compliance using the non-linear time history route set out in B1/VM1 of the Building Code (NZS 1170.5). We 

will be using such analyses to confirm compliance. This also enables others to independently check 

compliance of the solution via the same route. 

We understand that WCC is proposing to appoint a firm of engineers to evaluate the Beca scheme.   

We note that it is very unlikely that the traditional approaches commonly used to proportion viscous dampers 

in buildings will be sufficient to evaluate the Beca scheme.  

 

11 Independent Review 

Beca will commission an independent review by Professor (Emeritus) Athol Carr of the University of 

Canterbury. Professor Carr has undertaken review of two current damper schemes Beca has designed for 

Wellington buildings, which are nearing completion on site. He is a renowned international expert in the field 

of nonlinear computational dynamics and has performed non-linear dynamic analysis of building structures, 

offering the best available independent confirmation of such analysis. Prof. Carr also acted as the facilitator 

for the nonlinear time history analysis panel for the Royal Commission for inquiry into building failures 

caused by the Canterbury earthquake sequence. 

 

12 Programme 

Beca will deliver a viscous damper design layout for costing, 6 weeks after agreement of the design brief for 

this initial stage. 

 

13 Information Provided  

Beca acknowledges receipt of the following information from WCC, for the purpose of this commission: 

● Detailed Seismic Assessment Report (dated 21 February 2013) 
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● Existing Structural Drawings – Combined (vol. 1 of 2) 

● Existing Structural Drawings – Combined (vol. 2 of 2) 

● Wellington Central Library Seismic Strengthening Structural Design Features Report (dated 7 October 

2020) Revision E 

● Central Library Seismic Upgrade – Structural Services design (dated 20 September 2020) 

● Central Library Hollowcore Seismic Assessment Revision 2 (dated 16 July 2019) 

● WCC Central Library Structural Strengthening Works – Precast Panel and Stair Seismic Strengthening  

Developed for Costing only (excludes Lateral Frame, Hollowcore and Basement Works (dated 21 

September 2020) 

● Central Wellington Library Seismic Strengthening Geotechnical Report, 21 December 2020 

● Central Library Project – Cost Estimate Summary (Option C). 

Drawing sets and associated documents with Extensions to Levels 3 and 4 (880m2 circa) 

1. Structural & Services Engineering Commentary 

2. Structural Drawings 

3. Mechanical Services Drawings 

4. Architectural Drawings 

5. Architectural Outline Spec. 

Beca will rely on the information received for the purpose of this commission.   

Site investigations by Beca are precluded by the timeframe for this commission. 

 

14 Deliverables 

We propose the following deliverables at this stage, in sufficient detail to allow both pricing and review 

functions to be undertaken independently: 

● Floor plans showing damper positioning, on-floor works including diaphragm ties and strengthening, 

hollowcore floor supports, any foundation or column strengthening works required. This will include co-

ordinated details of the following: 

– Construction methodology & temporary works 

– Demolition & site preparation 

– Central staircases remediation 

– External façade pre-cast concrete panel remediation 

– Ground floor high voltage room/substation remediation. NB - This room remains in place and 

live/active during construction 

– Raised ground floor slab  

● Details of typical damper and other connections of new strengthening elements to the existing structure. 

● Elevations of key damper frames. 

● 3D model of damper layout. 



| Deliverables | 
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● A detailed cost estimate by Beca of the viscous damper scheme detailing the savings achieved.

● Nonlinear time history analysis report summarising key assumptions and analysis methods, sufficient for

a peer reviewer to undertake an independent analysis in parallel for comparison. The report shall

summarise key results, including base shears, floor accelerations, building displacements and drifts, and

acceleration response spectra for each floor (including ground floor).

● Building performance report summarising the key criteria adopted to ensure the nominated USCR

resilience rating is achieved at each limit state. The report shall include justification for the criteria

adopted.

The above information shall form the basis of an engineering review. It is noted that such reviews are a fluid 

process and may require additional information to be supplied or discussion with the designer to allow 

completion of the review. 



Remaining 
information 

withheld 
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Gareth Hancock

From: @beca.com>
Sent: Thursday, 30 July 2020 5:06 pm
To: Karen Wallace new
Cc: ; Barbara McKerrow
Subject: Central Library discussion

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Hi Karen, 
 
Small world, how is it being back at WCC? I’ve been at Beca now for close to 12 months and I’m thoroughly enjoying 
the new challenge and the opportunity to still be involved in some exciting projects. 
 
One of my colleagues   caught up with Barbara last week for breakfast and she mentioned that 
you have been tasked with leading/paving the way forward for the Central Library. She has also mentioned the 
volume of interest WCC has received from the engineering and architecture community (let alone the general 
community) – unsurprising given the challenges and prominence of the building! 
 
Barbara suggested we met so you can outline the approach you will be taking in the coming months, and she said 
you may be interested in some of the thinking we have done about strengthening Central Library.   (our 

) and   (a Technical Director in our Wellington Structural team) have 
undertaken reasonably detailed analysis of the structure and think it would be an ideal candidate for using viscous 
dampers to bring it up to a resilient, 100% of code standard, and a potentially more resilient outcome than base 
isolation (comparable with the   ‘preferred’ outcome), and with less risk in construction.  
 
Dampers are a long established option, but in the past 2‐3 years Beca have undertaken considerable research that 
has generated significant new IP around how they should be installed – we’re using them in our strengthening 
design work on the St James Theatre and in other locations across Wellington. 
 
We think the strengthening part of bringing the Central Library back into use would cost around   – and would 
be surprised if the overall cost for an ambitious refurbishment came in at more than . 
 
I also totally understand that we have not had access to the level of detail that others may have been exposed too, 
but I would have thought that it would be worth while exploring these ideas further given the scale and public 
interest in the project. 
 
Let me know sometimes that would work for you to discuss further and I can bring   with me to 
provide the technical expertise. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
 

 
  

BECA 
Direct Dial:   
Mobile: 

@beca.com 
www.beca.com  
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Gareth Hancock

From: @beca.com>
Sent: Thursday, 1 October 2020 5:00 pm
To: Kate Smylie
Cc: ; Peter Brennan; 
Subject: RE: Central Library - Peer Review - Feedback due today 5pm

Katie 

Please find below our feedback/questions on the documents supplied. 

Regards 

 

 

Beca
Phone: +64 4 473 7551 Fax: +64 4 473 7911
DDI: +  Mob: +
www.beca.com

Outside of scope
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Potential Scheme B – Viscous Dampers 

We believe that a properly designed damper scheme could potentially deliver a performance for the 
structure above the ground level at least as good as the base isolation scheme in Scheme C but could 
equally be tailored to any level of remediation and cost target. 

Viscous Dampers: A properly designed viscous damper system minimizes the base shear, member 
actions and drifts. In the cited papers in the report, the dampers are not designed dynamically using an 
explicit performance based approach so the observations that are being made do not reflect what is 
possible. This is not well understood and the advantages of a properly designed system tailored to the 
response characteristics of the base structure can be significant and can be shown to outperform other 
remedial options. We believe that the measures outlined in Scheme A would be necessary in any scheme 
including dampers but the need for additional “strengthening/stiffening” may only be necessary when 
considering additional dampers/larger dampers against additional structure. The significant benefits are the 
minimization of intervention in the structure when compared with what is required to achieve the same 
levels of acceleration and interstorey drift reduction for a base isolation option. Therefore we do not agree 
with the statement that a purely viscously damped solution can only provide equivalent performance to the 
80%NBS(IL3) BRB solution. An ADRS plot cannot show the benefits of a properly designed damper 
solution. 
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Sensitivity: General

From: Kate Smylie <Kate.Smylie@wcc.govt.nz>  
Sent: Thursday, 1 October 2020 9:32 am 
Cc:   Peter Brennan 
<Peter.Brennan@wcc.govt.  
Subject: Central Library ‐ Peer Review ‐ Feedback due today 5pm 

Good Morning all, 

As per previous emails, in order to stay on track with our tight timeline for the Central Library Building, your 
feedback as part of the peer review process is required by 5pm today. 

Just wanting to check in as to if you are on track with this?  
My initial email said to forward directly to Ken Elwood. I have since sent an email correcting this error. If you have 
sent to Ken already, please forward on to me for collation.  
Otherwise please send to me directly today. 

Any questions please let me know. 

Kind regards, 
Kate 
NOTICE: This email, if it relates to a specific contract, is sent on behalf of the Beca company which entered into the 
contract. Please contact the sender if you are unsure of the contracting Beca company or visit our web page 
http://www.beca.com for further information on the Beca Group. If this email relates to a specific contract, by 
responding you agree that, regardless of its terms, this email and the response by you will be a valid communication 
for the purposes of that contract, and may bind the parties accordingly. This e‐mail together with any attachments is 
confidential, may be subject to legal privilege and applicable privacy laws, and may contain proprietary information, 
including information protected by copyright. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not copy, use or 
disclose this e‐mail; please notify us immediately by return e‐mail and then delete this e‐mail.  

Outside of scope
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Gareth Hancock

From: @beca.com>
Sent: Wednesday, 28 October 2020 11:01 am
To: Barbara McKerrow
Cc: Karen Wallace new
Subject: RE: Central Library and the use of dampers

Good to hear, 
 
Hope you had a nice refreshing long weekend!!! 
 
I really appreciate your thoughts and I can promise I don’t want to over complicate what is already a very 
complicated matter. But I trust   and   and I know that their new IP optimizes the way to use/fit 
dampers which produces some outstanding results and save significant cost. We are not aware of anybody else in 
the market with this new capability. Sorry to put a spanner in the works but I think its worth digging a bit further. 
 
Kind regards 
 

 
  

BECA 
Direct Dial:   
Mobile: 

@beca.com 
www.beca.com  
igniteyourthinking.beca.com 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Sensitivity: General 
From: Barbara McKerrow <Barbara.Mckerrow@wcc.govt.nz>  
Sent: Wednesday, 28 October 2020 10:53 am 
To:  @beca.com> 
Cc: Karen Wallace new <karenwallacenew@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: Central Library and the use of dampers 
 
Kia ora   
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I was away over the weekend and didn’t see your email. I have asked Karen Wallace to respond to a number of your 
points to make sure we have a common understanding of the process thus far. 
 
Regards 
 
Barbara 
 

From:  @beca.com>  
Sent: 25 October 2020 10:38 
To: Barbara McKerrow <Barbara.Mckerrow@wcc.govt.nz> 
Subject: FW: Central Library and the use of dampers 
 
Hi Barbara, 
 
Sorry to contact you at the weekend but this is of high enough importance that I thought I would reach out, as 
attached below I have also emailed Karen and Peter. In essence I’d like to thank the team for involving Beca in the 
review process but reading the Council report it looks as though this has not gone far enough. We had anticipated 
that by including Dampers in the review would mean that we would get a chance to show/prove the IP that we have 
developed in applying this technology (which we believe at this time is unique to Beca) which provides exceptional 
results at a much reduced cost   This has not been the case, instead what looks like may have 
happened is that Dunning Thornton’s and Aurecon have looked into Dampers done some investigation (without our 
IP input) and come to the view that this tech can’t achieve the same results as option C. As highlighted below we 
strongly disagree with this conclusion and believe that we can provide a Dampers solution which will meet the 
building performance needs of Council and reduce the costs of the project significantly. 
 
Please don’t hesitate to give me a call to discuss further, or would welcome the opportunity to talk in person about 
how this can be resolved. 
 
Kind regards  
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From:   
Sent: Sunday, 25 October 2020 8:50 am 
To: Karen Wallace <karenwallacenew@gmail.com>; Peter Brennan <Peter.Brennan@wcc.govt.nz> 
Cc:   
Subject: Central Library and the use of dampers 
 
Hi Karen and Peter, 
 
Sorry for the email over the long weekend, I hope you are having a good one. 
 
First I most say thank you for including Beca as part of the review, however we have been left slightly 
surprised and perplexed after reading the report which is going to Council next week. 
 
I note in the papers released for next week’s Strategy and Policy Committee meeting there is a comment 
(69) that: 
 
Their initial analysis is that they could achieve an improvement on the performance of the Option B scheme 
but could not achieve the performance of the Option C scheme. 
 
We strongly disagree with this statement, which was Aurecon’s position in their report and at the meeting. 
We believe (supported by Holmes) that it was probably not correct. Holmes acknowledged that they had 
not attempted a solution at that time, but our opinion was based on more substance – Beca has invested 
significant amounts of time and money into viscous damper R&D in recent years, and is currently delivering 
strengthened buildings using dampers in Wellington, including WCC’s St James Theatre building, and 
Argosy’s development at Stewart Dawson’s Corner. The decision of the meeting was that dampers were an 
option worthy of future consideration, but since then we have heard nothing. 
 
Unfortunately given that the performance objectives were only provided in the meeting papers it was not 
possible for us to be more definitive at the meeting, but we remain of the view that an option incorporating 
dampers has: 
 

 Significant cost benefits over the three options presented  

 Meets, and potentially exceeds, the stated performance objectives of Scheme C 

 Gives WCC flexibility in the programme for your investment into Central Library 

 Potential for the building to be back in use faster 
 
From the costing information (dated May 2020) that was provided as part of the public consultation 
documentation we believe that we have identified the cost of the structural works and associated works 
required for implementation for Scheme C (base isolated existing structure) as approaching  
(including in proportion the contractor’s margin and contingencies etc). 
 
From preliminary analyses we have performed (at our own cost) we believe that a damper scheme 
matching the performance objectives of Scheme C can be provided at a significant reduction (in the order 
of tens of millions of dollars) in cost for the structural upgrade.  
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.  

These reductions are slightly offset by additional structural engineering fees. Work proposed in Options B 
and C to provide additional support to the precast floor units would still be expected for a damper option. 
 
The benefits of dampers beyond reduction in cost are: 

   
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

  
 

 
 

  

We accept that further work is required to quantify the costs of a damper scheme but we feel confident that 
such a scheme will show significant benefits over the other schemes that have been presented. There is 
also the potential to look carefully at various damper schemes and the performance objectives that they 
meet to reach a considered decision on an appropriate level of cost/performance tradeoff. 
 
If this is of interest we would be happy to work with WCC to develop a concept option for inclusion in your 
draft Long Term Plan. This would not be a lengthy piece of work, but it would give WCC comfort on the 
performance and costs of a damper scheme. 
 
We would welcome the chance to discuss our thoughts in person if that helps. 
 
Kind regards 
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Gareth Hancock

From: @beca.com>
Sent: Friday, 4 December 2020 2:37 pm
To: Barbara McKerrow
Cc: Tom Williams
Subject: Re: Wellington Central Library

Ok thanks Barbara,  
 
I look forward to you call. 
 
Hi Tom, happy to discuss at breakfast on Wednesday or prior if you want to give me a call. 
 
Kind regards 
 

 
 
 
 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
 

On 4/12/2020, at 2:22 PM, Barbara McKerrow <Barbara.Mckerrow@wcc.govt.nz> wrote: 

  
Hello   
Thanks for your update. 
I am going to hand over this dialogue to Tom Williams our Chief Infrastructure Officer who is 
responsible for our major capital projects programme and process. You will hear from Tom.  
I would also like to have a quick discussion with you about the way in which Beca is communicating 
with us. I will give you a call. 
Regards 
Barbara 

From:  @beca.com>  
Sent: 02 December 2020 18:11 
To: Barbara McKerrow <Barbara.Mckerrow@wcc.govt.nz> 
Subject: Wellington Central Library 
Hi Barbara, 
Thanks again for your time yesterday. I would once again like to thank you and the 
team for your patience and effort in trying to find a way to reaching a satisfactory 
outcome. I had a session with  this morning who is our  

 and is extremely highly regarded amongst his peers.  
I will outline what happened from our view and our understanding of how the review 
process would unfold. Thankfully the chain of events is getting clearer from our side 
(apologies for a lack of some info yesterday) which is great, although there still 
seems to be a slight miscommunication. The actions that I took out of our meeting 
yesterday were to get detail on: 

1. Did we receive the emails from WCC about the review?  
Yes we did  received these and commented as follows on the 
1st of October: (For clarity Viscous Dampers was mentioned in a paragraph 
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but there was no detail, so it was almost impossible to review in any detail 
other than to disagree that they couldn’t provide a viable solution.) 

o Potential Scheme B – Viscous Dampers. We believe that a properly 
designed damper scheme could potentially deliver a performance for 
the structure above the ground level at least as good as the base 
isolation scheme in Scheme C but could equally be tailored to any 
level of remediation and cost target.  

o Viscous Dampers: A properly designed viscous damper system 
minimizes the base shear, member actions and drifts. In the cited 
papers in the report, the dampers are not designed dynamically using 
an explicit performance based approach so the observations that are 
being made do not reflect what is possible. This is not well understood 
and the advantages of a properly designed system tailored to the 
response characteristics of the base structure can be significant and 
can be shown to outperform other remedial options. We believe that 
the measures outlined in Scheme A would be necessary in any 
scheme including dampers but the need for additional 
“strengthening/stiffening” may only be necessary when considering 
additional dampers/larger dampers against additional structure. The 
significant benefits are the minimization of intervention in the structure 
when compared with what is required to achieve the same levels of 
acceleration and interstorey drift reduction for a base isolation option. 
Therefore we do not agree with the statement that a purely viscously 
damped solution can only provide equivalent performance to the 
80%NBS(IL3) BRB solution. An ADRS plot cannot show the benefits of 
a properly designed damper solution. 

2. Did  discuss a dampers solution with ? 
Yes. Prior to the meeting on the 7th October spoke with and mentioned 
that we believe that our method/IP for designing a Viscous Dampers scheme 
could provide the same if not greater building performance of either the A,B or 
C schemes.  mentioned that this would be discussed and would be on the 
agenda for the meeting on the 7th of October.  

3. At the meeting on the 7th October Viscous Dampers were discussed although 
somewhat late in the meeting. Both  and the representative from 
Holmes Construction raised the issue that Viscous Dampers could be a viable 
solution for the library. 

Unfortunately from this point we had assumed (incorrectly) that we would get an 
opportunity to input or at least provide comment into a dampers scheme, but this 
never happened – we heard nothing, and we understand WCC officers did not follow 
up on the damper conversation with .  
The next thing we heard on dampers was in the Council meeting papers for the vote 
on which option to pursue. The papers stated that experts panels initial analysis is 
that they (Dampers) could achieve an improvement on the performance of the 
Option B scheme but could not achieve the performance of the Option C scheme. 
We strongly disagree with this statement, which was Aurecon’s position in their 
report and at the meeting. We believe (supported by Holmes) that it was probably 
not correct. Holmes acknowledged that they had not attempted a solution at that 
time, but our opinion was based on more substance – Beca has invested significant 
amounts of time and money into viscous damper R&D in recent years, and is 
currently delivering strengthened buildings using dampers in Wellington, including 
WCC’s St James Theatre building, and Argosy’s development at Stewart Dawson’s 
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Corner. We understand that Aurecon may have been asked to develop a dampers 
scheme after the meeting on the 7th, but we have no knowledge of this. 
Since the meeting we have undertaken further modelling of our damper scheme as 
we believed that this would be useful pre-work for an anticipated damper option, as 
outlined above. This has provided us with more certainty, and we stand by our 
previous claims for the benefits of using dampers to strengthen the Central Library. 

  
 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
  

Our team could pull together a presentation (within a week because of the pre work) 
which would highlight how our dampers would perform in the library building. Our 
interest in the building as Wellingtonians means we have done significant modelling 
of our dampers scheme as we appreciate you need a viable solution that meets the 
expectations of your Councillors for Central Library to be a strong, resilient building, 
but at a significantly reduced cost. We would just like to have the opportunity to 
present what we think is a really exciting, innovative solution that would be a 
significant ‘win’ for WCC. 
We would be happy for  be present at this presentation as this would 
give you a level of independency which I totally understand is desirable. 
If you are happy to arrange a presentation, please come back with some dates that 
work for you. 
Thanks again for your time, 
Kind regards  
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